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Part K 

Illustrative Actualities 



GENERAL OBSERVATTON 

10 Introduction 
We have seen in the Iast three chapters the involved ramifications 

o f  long-range reference service. We shall first summarise them here. 
We shall then illustrate them by giving a detailed description of 
some long range reference service done in the Madras University 
Library before the publication of edition I of this book, 

1 1 Enunciation of the Problem 
The exact enunciation of the problem is uften d i f i d t  of achieve- 

ment. The enquirer hiinself has often only vague notions about it. 
The first few questions elicit only a very general statement of his 
wants. It is, usually, far wide of his actual needs, Several solutions 
have to he brought up to him. To one after another, he.says "Not 
this, not this." In this way, the reference librarian has to narrow down 
the field for search step by step. The di@cu].ties of the enquirer in 
giving an accurate straight statement of his needs are often due to 
genuine and unavoidable causes. He might have came. across the 
problem in a casual conversation ot. in listening to a lecture or. during 
the study of a book, not giving the reference correctly. Title of the 
document sought by him might have been reconstructed by him or by 
others for him, .out of some terms occurring on the title page or in 
the text. Sometimes the enquirer might be interested in a particular 
aspect of a book; and he might give it a title of his own just 
representing that aspect ; with the result, he really asks the reference 
librarian for a book that does not exist at all. Even in such 
cases, it is not proper to turn him away. A few minutes of 
discussion with him will disclose his actual needs. 

12 ROUTE~NG 
After arriving at the exact enunciation of the question, routeing 

the investigation may often prove exhausting. No general rule can 
be given regarding it. Nothing can be definitely stated even about 
the starting point. An encyclopaedia, a gazetteer, a directory, 
a periodical publication, or even a text-book may provide the 
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starting point. At the earlier stages, the range of investigation 
may be far too wide both in the period to be covered and in the 
material to be examined. Every step in the routeing should aim 
at narrowing down these two factors. The upper limit and the lower 
limit of the period. should be brought closer and closer. While 
this itself would eliminate a good deal of materiaIs, every other 
possible means should be used to bring their range to a manageable 
size. Even within such a restricted range of materials, the method 
of random sampling should be adopted with great skill. Sometimes 
the ultimate source of information may be the newspaper file of a 
bygbne year. A dive into its pages is very exhausting. No reference 
librarian would enter that stage of investigation before utilising 
other sources to reduce the number of issues of the newspaper to 
be rummaged. Again he should exhaust all. the resources most 
sincerely before passing the question on to external agencies for 
further investigation. This is but proper. 

1 3  Close Touch with the Enquirer 
During the .routeing of the problem, the reference .librarian 

should keep himself in close touch with the enquirer, either by 
personal conversation or by correspondence. He should keep 
the enquirer informed of the progress made, the difficulties met with, 
and the sudden turns encountered. Such reports often enable the 
enquirer either to re-enunciate his problem or to recollect and com- 
municate further clues for investigation. Without such contact 
with the enqutrer, the reference librarian is likely to go astray far 
too much from the actual needs. 

14 Record of the Sources 
The final information arrived at must be promptly communicated 

to the enquirer. He may then probably ask or wiite back for further 
elucidation ; the information furnished may raise further issues in 
his mind. Tnt elligent enquirers are <often impressed by the success 
of the reference librarian. It makes them eager to share with him 
the  pleasure of retracing the whole route. Experienced enquirers 
find a delight in this process. They also expect or wish to know 
the details of the process adopted by the reference librarian in arriv- 
ing at the information. For their sake, a full record of the sources 
used should be kept. Such people set more value on "becoming" 
rather than "being." Enquirers with such a participative attitude 
give the greatest delight to the reference librarian. 



CHAPTER 2 

PALMYRA'S USES ENQUIRY 
{Cue Study 159) 

21 Exact Enunciation 
Some years ago, the American mail brought us a query from the 

Library of the University of Mannitoba. One of its clientele wanted 
to know about a Tamil poem enumerating 801 uses of the palm tree. 
He would like to have a copy of the poem if it was a short one. 
He would also Like to have a reference to an English translation ofit. 
He would like to buy a copy of it. The American library had exhaust- 
ed all its resources. It did not succeed. Therefore, the Mannitoba 
Library naturally thought about some library in the Tamil country 
as the most hopeful collaborator in the pursuit of this problem. 
It therefore wrote to the Madras Univetsity Library. Here the 
enunciation of the problem was exact. It gave us no difticulty. 

22 Path of Putsuit 
221 INSIDE CATALOGUES OF LIBRARIES 

Our catalogue was first examined, then the catalogues of the other 
focal libraries, and lastly the fairly exhaustive catalogue of the 
Tamil books and manuscripts of the British Museum. None of 
these threw any light on the problem. 

222 AMONG MANUSCRIPTS 
As the next step, we addressed the Manuscripts Library at Tanjore 

Palace. That too gave a negative reply. Then we approached s'ome 
Tamjl scholars, and in particular Mahmmhopadhaya Dakshinatya 
Kalanidhi Dx V Swaminatha Iyer, the septagenarian doyen of Tamil 
scholarstup. He. had brought into print for the first time nearly 
a- hundred classics and ot.her, pieces in Tamil. He still had many 
unpublished manuscripts; and he knew t h m  all. But he too could 
not give us any help. 

223 INSIDE SECOND-HAND BOOK SHOPS 
Then personal visits were made by members of the staff to 

second-hand book-shops and to pedlars of ballad songs to try the 



off-chance of picking up an 'old copy of the porn. But here too 
10 suCE:ess. 

224 INSIDE PRINTED BOOKS 
T h e  botanical and agcicultnral books dealing with palms were 

searched. But no clue could be. found. 

224 1 WATT'S DICTIONARY 

A h o s t  in despair we tried our luck in Watt's Dictionary of 
economic products of India. Page 495 of volume 1 contained a small 
light. It illuminated a certain angle immediately in front of it: 

"Every part of this plant is made use of in some way or other. 
A tamil poem enumerates some 800 uses to which the various parts 
are put, The Tropical agriculturist (June 1884) publishes a list of 
the more important of these uses." 

2242 TROPICAL AGRICULTURIST 

Then we looked up the Tropical ugricu2turi~'sf. We found In page 
913 pf volume 3 the following encouraging piece of information: 

"From the Tala v1'Zmam, a Tamil poem describing 'in brief an 
account of one (?) out of the 800 items of things connected with 
the palmyra tree, which is emphatically the Kalpa tree of the Earth' 
given in the appendix to a Description ofthe palmyrcl palm of Ceylon 
by William Ferguson, printed at the Observer Press in 1850, we 
extract the following.. . . Mr. William Ferguson's account of the 
pdmyra palm has been so long oat of print that we intend publishing 
a new edition of it. . . . We regret that we are not in a position to 
spare a copy." 

225 OUTSIDE THE LIBRARY INTO VILLAGES 
The foreim inquirer had mentioned Kmbakonam as the home 

of the author of the poem. We, therefore, took to the desperate last 
recourse of writing to the Tahsildar (Revenue official) of Kumba- 
konam taluk. He zealously unwound his red-tape and transmitted 
the inquiry though his revenue inspectors to the headmen of 
hundreds of villages in his taluk. But to ow disappointment the 
return was 'nil' from everywhere. 

23 Persistmce in Hope 
We were at our wit's end. Still we were too reluctant to give 
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a negative reply to ow foreign correspondent. For, our ideal in 
long-range reference service is, in the w ~ r d s  of Hanuman the arch- 
priest of service : 

"Hope is the root of all service. Search again, I will, wherever 
I have not yet searched. Hope is the greatest happiness. It is hope 
that always directs us in all our endeavours. It is that which brings 
all the efforts of beings to fruition. Therefore, I shall continue my 
hopeful attempts." [VS] : 

aTf*.: f* ~MF: si 1 

YTWT f*Mg T vr h=m: m: I I  
&et fc m rnQ *: I I  

wjf~ mi?: w3 m3-h Fr:I 

mm si;i a%v*m\ l l 
In hope therefore we were biding our t ime.  We were keeping the 
problem open. The Iife of the file was kept on. The problem was 
kept ever alive in the minds of all our reference librarians. At long 
last hope did materiahe. Delight did come. 

24 Ultimate Location 
Ethelbert Blatter's Palms of British India and Ceylon arrived at the 

'recent additions shelf'. The title was tempting. But the epithets 
added to the author's name s a t  a wave of cold shiver through us. 
Far, the author was put down as a professor of Botany and that- too 
in Bombay, far from the TamiPcountry. The first reference librarian, 
perusing it, put it aside with a sigh of disappointment. For, most 
of the pages, dipped into by him, confirmed the b w k  to be a dry-as- 
dust systematic one. Still another reference librarian. took it up with 
higher hopes. He too dropped it in disappointment. And yet another 
said "1 have a lucky hand" and opened the book. His hand was 
lucky indeed. For the page opencd by him - page 203 - contained 
in its middle the ward Tu~avi~asarn. But the page-heading was made 
up of the forbidding Latin term 'Borassinae.' This was probably the 
reason for the others missing it. 

241 TRIUMPH OF SUCCESS 
At the announcement of Tulavi/u,surn, all the other reference 

librarians rushed for the book. Their colleague was holding it out 



triumphantly in his hand. The first words of Blatter were very 
consoling. 

"I searched a long time for that poem, of which nothing but 
the title seemed to be known, and when I found it at last I was 
astonished that I had not discovered it sooner." 

A few lints further dawn we read, 
"The poem was written by 'Arutlachlaxn, a poet of Terrukku- 

dsmtei, the same with Combaeonam in the province of Tanjare. " 
But our delight reached its climax when we read in the next page, 
"We trust that our readers will not object to our reproducing 

the poem in extemu." 
Object! Surely it was a mockery to us. We would have objected 

if he had not reproduced the poem in exfenso! We were thankful 
that he gave us at least an English translation. It extended to nine 
pages. 

25 Happy Popular Saying 
Our minds began to siag in unison the words-of Sita [VT] and 

Bharata W8J exclaiming the old saw; 

"Happy seems to me the popular saying 'If only one would 
keep on to life, delight Is assured even though it may take a 
hundred years in coming'." 

Immediately steamed forth our epistle carrying the glad tidings 
to the sister library in the New World.- 



CHAPTER 3 

PWCOLUMBIAN HINDU COLONISATION OF AMERICA 
(Cue Study 16U) 

31 Enunciation Wide of the Mark 
Exactly thirty years ago an octogenarian wrotefrom an up-country 

town for books on pre-Columbian America. He was Salem Vijaya- 
raghavachariar. He was a famous man. He had once occupied the 
then highest position in the gift of the Indian nation-President 
ship of the Indian National Congress. His request was obviously 
simple. 

32 Supply of Bibliography 
The next mail ddivered into his hands a type-script of several 

titles including some articles in some periodicals. The libray's 
letter concluded with the words: 

"The anthropological books dealing with the native races of 
America contain many suggestions about the inhabitants of the 
country in the pre-Columbian days ." 

33 Announcement of Two h k s  
Some months later, the prospectus of two publications of the 

American Geographical Society was received in the library. It 
had the display heading The discovery 'af America in the years 1 OOO 
and 1492. This information was promptly relayed to the octoge- 
narian. 

34 Exact Enunciation 
He replied: 
"Thank you for your kind lett& of yesterday's date. I have been 

anxious to sewre one or more books an America before its discovery 
by Columbus. As I believe you are aware, long ago 1 read some- 
where that Hindus went to America through North Eastern Asia 
and founded or established its civilization there and that there was 
plenty of evidence in Mexico and Peru to prove the similarity if not 
the identity of Indian and American civilizations. If you can tell 
me what are the books on the subjects 1 shall be glad- The price 
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or prices of such cannot be much. 1 am prepared to pay up to Rs. 
100 if you advise me." 

It took three months fur his problem to be thus definitely enunciat- 
ed as "Hindu civilisation in pre-Columbian America." The resour- 
ces of our own library and of the others in our country were too 
meagre to throw any considerable light on this problem. 

35 Foreign Aid Sought 
Therefore, we approached the Library of Congress for help. 

We asked in particular, 
"Can you kindly let me have a list of books suggestjng at the 

same time two or three items which appear to be the best or the 
latest among them in your opinion." 

36 Hfty Sheets of Bibliography 
Within three months the secretary of the Congressional Librarian 

forwarded to us a : 
1 Memorandum on the subject prepared by the chief biblio- 

grapher of the Library of Congress; 
2 Clipping from a contemporary issue of the Washington post 

which announced certain latest discoveries of the ruins of 
the Mayan Empire; and 

3 Fairly exhaustive type-written List of references to writings 
on pr~-Columbian arf in Am~rica  and Mayas, antiquities and 
culbure : a Bibliographici~1 list. 

These consisted nearly of fifty sheets of matter compiled some five 
years earlier for some other purpose. The secretary's letter concluded 
with the characteristic sentence : 

"The Library of Congress i s  prwluded, because of its uicial 
position, from expressing an opinion as to the 'best' on any 
subject." 

37 Delight of  Personal Contact 
In the meantime, we had ourselves located some relevant'articles 

in inter-America. Their list and the fifty sheets of the Library of 
Congress were sent to the crctogenariah enquirer. He was evidently. 
moved by this service. And he wrote a private and personal 
letter ; 
"Dear Mr. Rangamthan 
My warm and grateful thanks to you for the great trouble you 
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have taken in behalf of my request. 1 expect to go to Madras shortly, 
when I shall call and see you. Then in personal consultation with 
you the first batch of books might be selected. 

With kind regards, 
1 am, 

Yours sincerely, 
Vij ayaraghavachari 

Sometime later, he called at the library. Age and fame sat lightly 
on him, This chastened all of us. We all felt elevated by h i s  sincerity, 
child-like simplicity, and scholarly pursuit* His visit was a great 
honour. We were delighted. 

38 Further Distribution of fie M t s  
A year later His Holiness Jagadguru Sri Sankaraduxrya of Kama- 

kotipitham camped in Madras aftex an interval of several decades. 
In some of his public discourses, he referred to the penetration of 
Hindu civilization into various other lands including America in 
the distant past. This brought to the l i b r q  a gtream of enquirers. 
The fnrits of our labour, undertaken at the instance of the wto- 
genarian, were freely distributed to dl these inquirers. 

Thus an exhaustive bibliography prqared for reference service 
at a library in Washington senred in reinforcing reference service 
In Madras continuously for about a y w .  



CHAPTER 4 

PAMBAN BRIDGE ENQUIRY 
(Case Study I 6  2 )  

41 Exact Enunciation 
A local college was leading an exursiunof students to the Pamban 

Straits, separating the mainland of India from the Rameswaram 
Island at its south eastern end. A batch of enterprising young-men 
called at the library and wanted to have exhaustive information 
about the Pamban bridge connecting the mainland with thk Island. 
Here the problem was definitely enunciated at the outset. 

42 Rontehg 
The range for search had to be progressively narrowed down. 

The absence of any book exclusively on the Pamban bridge was Erst 
ascertained. It was known to be a recent constructiun. How recent 
was the question. 

43 Upper limit to Period of Search 
Volmie 19 page 377 of the hper ia l  gazetteer of India (1908) 

contained the sentence: 
"Proposals are now under consideration to bridge the channel 

and to carry the railway across it to Rameswaram." 
This fixed the upper limit to the period for literature-search. An- 

ather sentence in the preceding page of the Gazelteer gave a clue 
as to the periodical likely to give further information. It r e d :  

'The first proposal to deepen this channel for traffic was made 
by Colonel Mannuel Martimers who brought the matter to the 
notice of Mr. Lushington then collector of southern provinces and 
afterwards Governor of Madras. , . . His (Major Sim's) reports 
will be found at length in the Journal of the Royd Geographical 
Society Vu1. XV" (1 837). 

This made us examine the back volumes of this periodical. But 
the cumulative index covered only up to 1912. It did not mention 
Pambm bridge. 

44 Lower Limit to Period of Search 
In order to fix a lower limit before searching the individual 

volumes of the periodcal, some books on Indian geography, 
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commercial geography, and bridge-engineering were Zoolred into. 
Dudley Stamp's Indian empire; v 2 ;  p 97 contained the remark, 
: "But now there is a railway to Pamban on the Chain of Islands 
towards Ceylon." 

This book was published in 1926.  heref fore, this year was taken 
as the lower limit. Students were asked to search for informatha in 
the Journal of the Royal Geographical Society forthe years 1912- 
1926. But they gave a nil report. The reason for this will be seen 
later, 

45 hrthar Narrowing of Period of Search 
In the meantime other attempts were made to narrow the t h e  

limit still further. S Playner's Southern India, its history, people, 
commerce and ipzldustri~l resources gave, on page 573, 24 February 
1914 as the date of opening of the Pamban route to Colombo. 
The students were then asked to examine the Journal of the 
Royal Geographical Society for 1914. But again they reported nil. 
Paniban did not appear in the index. But a more careful scrutiny 
of the index disclosed to the reference librarian the entry "India: 
railway connection between India and Ceylon, 693." This page 
fell in the Monthly record section for February; and the infunxp 
ation given was very meagre. However, the record began with the 
sentence : 

"The Indian papers report that the connection effected on the 
. 24th February last between the  Indian and Ceylon railway systems 

i s  already working slrccessfulIy." 

46 Location 
Accordingly, the Hindu and the Mdl for 24 and 25 February 19 14 

were examined. The Mail of 24 gave three cclhunns of information 
with a map, in addition to an editorial article. The issue of 25 gave 
three mure columns of idoi-matiu~. The Hindu of 25 devoted its 
k d e r  to the Indo-Ceylon link. Lt also gave a.full page to a description 
of the bridge, the opening function, the governor's speech etc. 
This gave just the information wanted by the students. 

47 Assimilation 
While on this problem we looked up the Minutes of proceedfngs 

of the Institution of Civil Engineers. Pages 377b387 of volume 199 
gave a full description of the construction of the Pamban viaduct 

I 
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and of the two-leaved rotating-light bridge. All these references 
were given cross reference entries in the catalogue of the library 
to facilitate future ase, 



CHAPTER 5 
, 

DEVIL WORSHIP OF TULUVA ENQUIRY 
(€me Study 162) 

91 Enunciation Wide of the Mark 
Here is an example illustrating the difficulties in the enunciation 

of the problem by the enquirer even better than the case of the 
octogenarian described in chapter 3 of this Part. The enquirer was 
a much travelled gentleman with a universitl- doctorate in Fine Arts- 
He was also known as an enthusiastic student and an exponent of 
Indian music and dance. He was a European. H e  struggled with 
the catalogue cards in the battery of cabinets for a while. He was 
just leaving the library with'a look of disappointment. Mr C 
Sundaram, the Chief Reference Librarian, was j ust then coming 
back from lunch. He met the enquirer at the entrance. His facial 
expression and his hesitant galt were enough twinduce Sunham 
to introduce himself and to ask him if he would like to have help 
on any particular topic. 

52 Book on Dance 
"Have you any book on dance?" 
rrYes.'y 
"But you don't seem to have 'it, However let me have a look at 

your catalogue OF books on dance once again with you." 
The enquirer and Sundaram came to the catalogue room. The 

approprkta tray was putled out. The cwds were being turned, 
The enquirer involuntarily made his question a little more definite. 

53 Books on Indian Dance 
"I want books on Indian dame. But I find only the texts or trans- 

lations of the ancient Sanskrit classics on the subject." 
"Do you want a modern exposition of Indian dance?' 
"Yes." 
S"We have a few. Do you want any book in particular?" 
"Yes. What I want is not exactly dance but only an asptxt of it." 
"I see. Can you say what exactly you want?" 
"Folk dan~e."' 
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"The books on folk dance have been written mostly by anthro- 
pologists. The focus of interest in such books is cultural evolution 
rather than the technique of ,dance. You won't find such bwks on 
the shelves captaining Fine Arts." 

. . . . . . 

54 BooL o n  Indim Folk Dance 
Then they both stepped into. the stack-room; and they entered 

the gangway containing mthropolqgy.. Jn, a; short while Hambly's 
Tribal dmclrrg was picked. up. Lt gave a world-su.wey of folk dance. 
But, only pages 64-68 dealt, with India. 

"I want. more sumptuous information.", . . 

.?  am sure we can collect agood deal more fro& other books in 
this class.'' 

Now the learned ' doctor appeared to 'go, into a reverie with half 
closed eyes contemplating on the stupendous task of examining 
every book. Almost unconsciously he blurted out, something clos.&r 
to his search, 

. . 

55 B u d ' s  Book on Indim .Folk Dance 
"1 have heard that A C Burndl had a book on it." 
"On folk dance in India?" . . 

"Yes. But your cablome does not show it." 
"I have not heard of such a title by Burnell. Anyhow ftt me make 

an attempt." . ,  

Then, the chief bibliographical sources were examined. Neither 
the -  Dicbima~y of mti~rral biogrgphy nor the Dictionary of ,j"dinn 
biogr~pky mentioned such a book in the  bibliographical note under 
BmelI.  
"Do you happen -to recollect anything more abcut the contents 

of the book. That may help me to pursue the matter- further?" 
"Well. It is obvious you dcm't have it, Don't worry yourself. 

1 have already taken too. much of your .me." 
"Please don't feel so embarrassed. My time i s  entirely for this 

kind of work. In fact I must thank you fur giving me this engage- 
ment.'' 

"Oh! It isvery kind of you; but it  is not fair that I should. . . . " 
"Never mind, We don't seem to have exact information about 

the title or the contents of the book. Let us spend some more time 
on it before abandoning it as hopeless. Please see if you recollect 
anything more about it." 
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55 1 BURNELL'S BOOK ON KANNADA FOLK DANCE 
"I think I have heard it said that he had dealt with the subject 

elaborately. I believe it is on folk dance as practised in his days 
in the West Coast among the Kannada speaking people if 1 remember 
right." 

This brought to the lnind of Sundaram the gazetteers of Mysore 
and South Canara. The District m u d  of South Cwaru (1894) 
had marginal headings. They ran their eyes down the margins. 
The first hopeful term to hrn  up was 'demonology'; and the next 
page mentioned 'devil dancing.' 

It was already exciting experience for the learned doctor. As 
they skipped through the paragraphs their eyes simultaneously 
fell m the passage: 

"Good accounts of a devil dance are given by Mr. Walhouse in the 
Journal of the AnthropulogicaI Institute Vo1 V and detailed descrip- 
tion by the late Dr Burnell was published by Major Temple in the 
Indian antiquary for January and February 1 894." With great avidity 
Yo1 23 of the periodical was pulled out. But the contents page irrita- 
tingly read: 

"The late A C Burnell CIE-See Major R C Temple." 
But as a consoling factor, however, Temple's name appeared 

on the verso. There were quite a number of items under this 
name. 

552 BURNELL'S PAPER ON TULWA DEVIL WORSH~P 
"The Devil worship of the Tuluvm from the papers of the late 

A C BuroeI1, CIE, 1,  29, 85, 183" was the very first entry, 
The learned doctor was really in ecstasy. These references yielded 

71 quarto pages. The eyes of the doctor gleamed. Sundaram ex- 
claimed to him with even greater ecstasy. 

"Hallo, doctor! (They had already become s f i e n t l y  intimate) 
We are really lucky to-day !" 

"Yes, 71 quarto pages! Imagine-, I was about to go away mufling 
the remark: "This is a rotten library. All mere fuss !" Lf you had 
not pitted against me at the door. . . . ?9 

"Doctor, you are such an easy guest. Satisfied so easily and so 
soon!" 

"You are really uncanny ! Have you hit upon another find?" 
"Yes, doctor. To be conrinued!" 
"God knows where l" 



"Surely a doctor should n d  be impatient. I shall find out for you 
in a trice;" 

56 Xdiosyncrky of the M ~ X  
The Author's index 1872-1921 was summoned to our table. 

'Burndl" however was disappoinb~g. The only uolme cited was 
the one already examined by us. 

"I am sorry for you, librarian!'* 
"He laughs best who laughs last. Please turn to 'Temple'." 
And he did. But the poor doctor had to plough though five 

double co1m.n pages of entries. He grew desperate. 
"Whstt the devil do they mean by this arrangement 1 Did 1 say 

'arrangement'? No, no! I should have said 'dmangment' or, 
better, 'chaos'." 

"Doctor! It Is perfect cosmos there. If your mind thinks chaos, 
I am afraid you have to look for it there." 

"Librarian ! Be more reasonable. Laok here. 'Growse' ; then 
'Burton'; then 'Knowle'; then 'Grierson' I suppose this is libra- 
rian's cosmos !" 

"My dear doctor, It is cosmos! Only it is of its owa kind. The 
entries are arranged volume by volume and within each vcdrrme 
according to page number. But in the case of continuation articles 
all the continuations are shown together at the reference to %ha 
earliest volume, whatever be the later volumes in which the articles 
may be continued, You remember that the first instalment of the 
article appeared on page t of V 23, Now turn the pages until you 
reach the ~eference to Vu123 !" 

. . 
57 Location in ]kill 

TheEearneddoctorreadoutwithdeli&t: - - . .  . 

"The Devil worship ofthe Tuluvas, (a) XXZII, 1, 29, 85, 183; 
XXIV, 113, 141, 211, 242, 267; XXV, 61, 216, 237, 272, 295, 328: 
XXVI, 47, 60+'. .. . 

Thus the learned doctor's imagined Dmce by Burnellhad to lsk 
battered by slow degrees into the Devid worship by Temple and that 
too of the small IoaIised community of Tuluvas; md wh.at was 
asserted to be a book turned out to be matter big enough to form 
a book but scattered in seventeen differat places in the volumes 
of a periodical ! 

And all the Five Laws of Library Science were duly propitiated. 



SHADOW PLAYS ENQUIRY 
(Case Study 163) 

6 1 Wrong Bquisitiw Slip 
A research worker- of experience sent a requisition- slip for the 

book "R Pischel : AItindische Schatt enpiel, I906,'.' The reference 
librarian could mt recollect having handled any such titIe. Hence 
the catalogue was looked up and it mdirmed his impression. 
The research worker was known to be usually thorough and reliable 
in furnishing details for the books sought by him-heading, 
title, year of publication, name of the periodical if an aticle etc. 
The book was therefore presumed to exist. The library did not poss- 
ess a copy. And so, the messenger had to go back empty handed. 

62 S0wreh for Bibliographical Rats For the Book 
The reference librarian took steps to prome a copy of the book 

for the library. For, an important member of the research staff 
bad felt the need for it. He started collecting the necessary 
bibliographical details about the book for transmission to the Book 
Order Section. The British Museum catalogue and the catalogue 
of the India Office Library did nut merition the book. _ 

63 Doubt about the Very Existence of such a Book 
This  raised a doubt whether it was a book at all. Mwh Iight could 

have been gathered if the research worker had come in person. 
Perhaps the place from which he picked up the refereme would 
have given some hints. But that help was not available. Hence the 
Dietiwary of Indian biogiaphy was looked up. Keith's History of 
Sanskrit literature and History ofSanskrit drama were next examined. 
The former was of no help; but the latter had a section on 'Shadow 
plays' and 'Puppet plays'. The particular title being sought however 
was not mentioned. We looked for Win t eritz's Gesc?iich?e der 
miEdkchen Literature, wdl known for its bibliographical thoroughness. 
But it was unfortunately out on loan at the moment. As another 
alternative we looked up Schuylar ' s  Bibliography u f the S~mkr i t  
drama. But it mentioned only Pischel's Horns rrf the psrppef play- 



K63 ILLUSTRATIVE A C ~ ~ I T I E S  

both the 0erma.n original and the English translation. However, 
we did not regard this as a conclusive negative as i ts  year of pubIica- 
tion was the same (1906) asthe one,fuinished in the loan slip of the 
research worker. 

64 -'Lacation- 
At' this stage Sten Konow's Indische Drama was thought of. 

To our relief section 5Z'~hich was headed HSchatteospiele" mention- 
ed fiche1 as'-the first.-authority. The footnote mentioneda "Schatt." 
What C O U I ~  ft mean? The Abkurz'unge~, p.. 136; gave the.answef r 

"Schatt R Pischel; Das altindische Schattmpiele. -Sitzungsbetichte 
der Koniglich pteussischen Akademie der . Wissemchaften; 1906, 

. . 
. . . . .  S. 482.P' . . . -  

. . . . .  . . . . : .  . . . 

And .all; along, the bands. of the Sitzungsberichte- had- been .mutely 
mocking at us. It was 1ike:dying of thirst on,the b k k - o f  a. river ia 
full floads; 

65 Sharing the Joy 
Immediately the % researehr worker was ''dragged bodily" int u 

the library, to make him share with us the pleasure brought by 
this find. He was also shown .other artides on the subject by HilEe- 
brandt -and Luders. They were all lying secreted in the sane perio- 
dical. Of course, he was immensely delighted. 

66 Fulfilment of the Laws of Library Stience 
If the reference staff had nut been actuated by the urge to secure 

a copy d tk title In question for the library; the research worker 
wodd have surely gbne.unserved and the Second and the Third Laws 
of Library Science would have had legitimate ground fur the indict- 
ment of the library to its eterrial shame* And so we all congratulated 
the young man in the reference staff on the prompting given by 
him to pursue the pr~blem at least ofi the book selection side and 
thus redeem the reputation of the library by. finding a reader for 
this article flhirda Law) and the material for the research wbrker 
(Second Law), without wastage of one minute of his time (Fourth 
Law), 



CHAPTER 7 

" KRA CANAL -ENQUIRY a 

(Cue Study 164) -.. . 

71 Cdalloratiun of the Enquirer 
Twenty-three years ago, a young graduate stepped into the library. 

Mmtioning 8n alleged agreement between S i m  and Japan, he 
asked for infurmation an f i a  Canal, We were absolutely ignorant 
of Kra. But the graduate coJIaburated with us in pursuing the 
problem. With the help of the atlas, Kra was found to be the name 
of the isthmus in the Malay Peninsula, at the head of the China Sea 
and near the southern tip of Lower Burma. According to the 
enquirer, the distance from the Eastern Coast of this neck to the 
nearest point on the river Pakcham, funning across this isthmus 
to the Bay of Bengal on the west, was only a short one. The Kra 
Canal Scheme was just to connect this river with the China 
Sea. 

72 haks  on Siam 
The encyclopaedia was searched ; but it gave no light. Then the 

following books on the geography and history of Siam were skipped 
through : 

1 McCarthy (James) : Szrrveying and exploring i~ Siam ; 
2 Graham (W A): Siarn: A handbook of practical commercial 

and politicd information; and 
3 Graham (W A) : Siam ; 2 v. 

None of these mentioned the Kra Canal. 

73 Books on Japanese Foreign Policy 
Japan was interested in the problem. This information was 

furnished by the enquirer. Therefore, the following only books 
in the library dealing with the foreign policy of Japan were examined. 
But they too gave a negative result: 

3. AZlan (G C)  : Modem Japan and its problem; 
2 Young(A M): Japan in recent times; 
3 Nitobe 0) : Japan: Some phases of her prohZems md develop- 

mmb; 



4 Etherton (P J) and Tiltman (I3 H): Japan: Mystery bf the 
Pacific; and 

5 Peffer IN) : Japan an& the Paci'fi~. 

74 . b o b  on Singapore Nan1 l.hse 
The enquirer was collaborating with us all dong. He dropped 

d o m  a remark about the opening of the Kra Caxlal pcrsGbly nullify- 
ing the Singape.rxaval base, This led us to examine the b o d s  
dealing with the Federated Malaya States and the books directly 
or indirectly dealing with British imperial interests involved in the 
Singapre naval base. The fdEowing books were looked into but 
no light came-from any of them. 

1 . Winsttdt (R 0): Malaya: the straif settlements md the 
feder~ted and unfederuted Malaya States ; 

2 H ~ b o o k  to Brif'bSsFi Malaya ; 
3 Wright (A) : Mabay. penhstds; 
4 Wheeler (L R) : Modern Malay ; 
5 Swe&mham (F): British Malaya; 

. 6 ~cibertson (A J) and Howarth (0 J R) : Oxford survey 
of #he British empire ; V 6: General survey; 

7 Stokes (R) : New imperial ideals ; 
8 Stuye (J): British empire: its structure and its problem; 
9 Demmgeon (A): British empire: a srzrdy in cofunial gm- 

graphy; and 
10 Hall (W P) : Empire fa commonweralih ; thirty yems of British 

imperial--hisf;ory. . . 

75 h o k s  on Far Eastern Problems - 

Then we switched on to books on Far Eastern problems, the 
.f~Uowing books were examined. But they too were of no avail, 

1 Soyeshima (M): Oriental interpretcrfioras of the far eastern 
problem ; . . 

2 Vinacke (H M): A khrory of the em# in modern times; 
3 -Morse Cf-I - B) and MacNair (I3 F): Far emtern infernabioflal 

relations; and 
4 Magi (S) and Redman (I3 V): fie problem of &far east. 
Then we delved into the foIlowing sets and books. But still no 

benefit came. 
f Survey of hterntztiomb affairs-CansoIidatsd index to 1920- 

1930 and latex volumes; 



2 ~ r d b l e m ~  of the pacific being the pxoccedings of the conferences 
of the Institute of ~acifickelations: ~onfenncc, 1,3,4 and 5 ; 

3 Bodley (R V C): The drama offhie Pactfie; 
4 H~Eman (W G) : PtzcljTc relations ; and 
5 Pickens (R S) : S t ~ r m  c l o d  owr  Asia. 

76 F & R H o ~  
But we were loathe t i  send away. such a par#uticiprttivc enquirer 

unserved. When in that pensive andreluctant mood, it struck one 
of us that the Geographical journal had been left unexamined. The 
cumulative index gave to bur delight one entry answering the v e q  
question of the enquirer. But our hopes were all shattered once 
again, on turning to that referencepage 42 1 of vdume 6 (1 89 5 )  
as directed by the index. For, it gave only seven lines on the subject. 
These lines simply said "nemenduus harbour works and very 
expensive dredging would have to be resorted to." Giving thrs 
axtide to the inquirer was virtually no better than gvhg him 
nothing. 

77 Lacation 
Everybody was just entering into despair. Suddenly, the periodical 

Pacific oflairs &erged into conscious memory. Several eyes began 
to scan the pages of its volumes. In a few minutes, the one with the 
lucky hand shouted "eureka, eureka!" immediately all rushed to 
him, with the enquirer leading. He was triumphantly waving v 9. 
Page 406 was headed "The IGRA CANAL: A SUEZ FOR JAPAN?" All 
the succeeding reotos up to page 415 continued to carry this title 
as page-headmg. The foot of every page was studded with biblio- 
graphical references-a delightful treat ! These footnotes put us on 
to the correct volumes of the Parliamentary debates. From them, 
the  inquirer was able to extract authentic oflkial infomation. 
There were two references to the London Times. Our coUection was 
examined. But unfortmately it disclosed a lacuna just in the 
period sought. We later managed to fill up this gap by persuading 
one of the subscribers to this daily to make a gift of his file to the 
library. 

78 Delight 
The feeling of delight and satisfaction radiating from the face 

of the enquirer and filling our heart is best described in the words 



of King Dasaraeha addressed to the sage Yisvamitra on his sirdden 
appearance in the Ray4 Court. 

"Welcome to thee, the great revered one. I consider your coming 
as the cumixlg in of nectar. It is  as welcome as the coming of rain 
during draught, as the getting of a son by the wedded wife of one 
long left childless, and a% tfie .fecovery of the fortune totally 
lost. S find in this as much joy as in a great festivity.+' [Vf] 

# d k h  WhGfT81 

ssr=@T4 r+r14m ll  
9 ; r a F 4 b n S w i N m ,  
F l - h m F i * - m + a ~ l l  . 



CHAPTER 8 

DEFERRED EGO-LESS JOY 
I 

81 Service without Attadmra 
Reference serviceparticulaily long-range-blesseth % h h  that 

takesf ahd hi that >iiv&s. The benefit. for the reference librarian 
is miqua It habituates him to involuntary service, without any 
thought or. expectation of any' re tw to himself. It trains him 
from hour to hour and fromday to day to bt without flirting with 
the h i t s  of action. To him, the words of; the Lord gradually cease 
to be mere words. They become a wholesome re~lit-y. The ~ b r d  says, 

Your right is only to do service, 
Flirt not ever with fruits. 
Let not the fruit of action be the incmtive. 
Let there not be for you attachment to inaction. @3) 

?ticifi q' 3lFgmz: % I 

Ultimately, a reference librariaa has a gobd chance to get himself 
established in this standard of the Bhagavrad-Gita. Ultimately, he 
will get himself attuned kven to hear words of gratefulness without 
their touohing the little ego in him, He will be able to bear words 
of praise, as if he were not the person praised. Sri Ramakrishna 
had this quality 3n him' inherently in abunditnce. A reference 
librarian can acquire i t  by the virtue of his very daily life. This 
quality is of a supreme order. It enables ,one to Live life in pure 
delight. It enables one to transcend the inhibiting, corrupting, 
realities of ordinary life' In the case of an ordinary man, without 
spontaneous spiritual blossoming, its benefit can be rea l id  only 
late in life. It will be deferred benefit. A young refereme librarian 
will have to take the- testimony of the dder ones In this matter- 
With faith in that testimony, he should persistently practice reference 
service without attachment; 



82 A Reader in His Last Moments 
(Cme St&' 165) 

It was 1938. A young man walkd into my room in the library. 
We looked sad and perturbed. I took Em to be a student, 

"Can I help you?" 
"My father sent me to you, sir,. . .with a request." 
"Sit down; and tell me what it is." 
"Me Is dangerously ill. He is almost in his last mments. He 

wishes to do something to the library. . . +" The young man broke 
down in sobs. 

"Pick up courage, young man. What is the name of your father? 
What was he? Do we know each other?'' 

"Yes sir", the young man faltered, "He is nut a graduate.'But 
he was fond of books. You were good enough, it seems, to admit 
him as a member of your library as a special case." 

"I do it for every serious reader- For, this is the only lending 
library in our city." 

"Moreover, sir, it seems you have been helping all these years in 
selecting books for his study. We says that he enjoyed all of them. 
He says he derived immense benefit from them. He wishes to do 
something for the library." 

"Is he rich?" 
"No, sir. We are poor. His salary was only one hundred rupees." 
'Then, why should he spend any money on this library. It i s  

quite well off.  Lt is maintained by public funds. I t  gets a good 
statutory grant from the Government." 

X was much moved by this wish of his. 1 immediately went to see 
that member of the library. The moment I saw him, 1 raalled his 
coming to the li6rary regularly for nearly twelve years. He developed 
interest in books on literature, religion, and philosophy. He 
was always beaming and cheerful: 1 saw him then in his last 
straggle. 

"Why did you came yourself to this humble cottage, sir? I 
did not ask my son to bring you here." 

"Never mind. Your sun did not ask me to came. I wished to 
see you." 

"Sir, I owe the happiness of tkis life of mine to your Iibrav. 
It is true, I was poor in the ordinary sense, But your library made 
me rich in every other way." He was struggling for breath* He 
lisped, "Here is something. Please buy books for the library." 
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- It was a s u m  of one hundred rupees, in ordinary jreckoning. 
But its true value! 

83 Sdem Fruit Gardener 
(Cme Study 166) 

It was an afternoon in 1943, I was in the midst of being purified 
by the fire of World War 11. It was showing the futility of being 
attacXlcd to do anything. It was bringing home the harm of attach- 
ment. 1: was being Zed to see the harm flowing from my attachment 
to the university library. The words of tha Bhagavad-Gi~a began 
to tame me saying, "It was good for you to have thrown yourself 
unsparingly intoits development. But it was bad for you to have 
devdapcd an attachment for it." These wards of the Gifa were still 
withmt a full meaning to me. Thefefore, the fire of purification got 
intensified in other ways. One of the ways took the fom of a ruthless 
tyranny of the new man entering a place in the top management* 11 
was further intensified by the reprehensible conduct of a creature 
of his installed in the library. It looked as if the ugly spirit of 
resentment, reven&, and misery would swallow up everything in 
me. A bitter struggle was induced by these apparently unfriendly 
forces. The woids of the Gifrr struggled to fiake me continue to 
do the work intensiveIy but without attachment to the library or 
sensitiveness to the hatred from which the tyranny sprang. At that 
moment, a well-dressed cheerful middle-aged man walked into 
my room. His radiation was soothing. 'I took him to be a reader. 

"Can X help you?" 
"No, sir. I really came to thank you."' 
"For what?'" 
ccPerha-p~, you don't recognise me." 
"Honestly I don't. I am sorry. Can you help me?" 
"Of course, YOU can't. You meet so many every day. And, it is 

now fifteen years since 1 visited your library last. 11 had just then 
graduated: I was poor. I had nobody to help rnc into any position. 
I took work under a cloth merchant on twenty rupees. He was a 
ruthless man. One morning, he turned me out. I was the very 
embodiment of misery* M y  only harbour was this library. I used 
to sit in the easternmost seat in the last row. In many of your 
rounds of the reading room, you used to speak to me with kindness. 
You used to suggest several books to read. One day, you introduced 
h e  to a set of books on fruit growing. I devoured them. . . . 



1 am now a fruit-grower. I have- extensive gardens near Satem. 
~hrough yo& help and blessing, I am now enjoying afEuence in 
every respect. The ruthless conduct of that cloth merchant turned 
out to be a good in disguise . .  I really e r n e  to express my gratefulness 
to you for your having put me on the way." 

"Gratefulness is due unto. God. A librarian is only a means or a 
channel used by Him. Are. you grateful to the postman handing over, 
the money or to the sender af the money order?'' 

This experience did the conversion. Light flashed. The wards of 
the Gira became real.. No more sense of misery. No more hatred of 
the ruthless man without or of his creature within.. Atta~hment 
dropped out. .Work was thenceforth danc even more thoroughly 
than ever before. All was light. All-was joy. Greater and wider 
opportwities- to serve flowed . in. Yes. . Flirt not with fruits. No, 
not even when they, fall on the lap, 

84 Florida Fruit Gardener 
(Case Study 167) - 

It was Jpne 1950. The Library School in Albany, New York, 
had invited me to -deliver the va1cdictury address. A day after 
return to New York Clty, there was a letter from Albany. 

The writer of the latter had just then reached Albany. Ht was a 
native of that place. But, he had been living for long in Florida. He 
happened to see a picture of me in a local paper. It also gave a 
report of my work in Albany. He recalled the name. He had been 
longing to meet me for several years. He immediately ran up to 
the Library School. But, I had left. The Head of the School gave 
my probable New York address. Could he come down to New Yotk? 
Could he be given a few minutes? 

I wrote back that it would be unnecessarily expensive to come dl 
the way down to New York. H e  might get his work done by comes- 
pundence. I did not know any-thing about him. Nor could 1 wess 
his probable business with me. 1 was a stranger to him and to his 
country. Could he be a publisher? 

That evening, I was working in my room in the library of the 
Cdumbia University. I was all done in that huge building. For 
the library had been closed that afternoon, on account of the 
university convocation. They had really locked me in. There 
was a, telephone call for me. 

"I am the person from Albany, I wrote to you yesterday." 
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"1 posted my reply about an hour ago. It will reach you tern~r- 
row. " 

"I. am now here .in New. York, sir. The Rwd of the Albany 
School had told me that you would soon be leaving to other uni- 
versities. I did not want to take any risk, I therefore came over 
here without waiting for a reply. May I now oome to see you? 
1 want only a few minutes." 

"I am sorry. It will nut be possible. I am in a room in the library. 
The building is closed on account of the convocation. You can't 
enter it." 

"1 shall manage all that, sir. Will you kindly agree to receive me?" 
In a few minutes, he was shown into my room by the janitor. 

He was beaming with a sense of achievement. What was it all about? 
"How did you know that 1 am here? How did you get my teIe- 

phone number?" 
"I am o business man, sir. Necessity is the hother of invention, 

as they say. It was a question of now or never for me. The Head 
of the Albany School gave me your New York address; and I 
worked from it." 

"You seem to be very resourceful. Tell me what I can do for you? 
"Nothing in particular, sir. I had been longing for years to see 

you: I owe to you all that I am to-day." 
"Me! How c m  it be? 1 do not know you at all." 
"You may not know me, sir. But I can not forget the help I 

received from you.'" 
"What did I do? 1 do not remember ever having done anything 

to you. I am afraid you are making some mistake." 
''No sir. I am not making any mistake. Allow me to explain. 

Twenty four years ago, I was a young man looking for some work. 
It struck me that I could find an opportunity in Florida. I wished 
to grow mangoes. I could not get much help from the local libraries 
on the subject. But, the librarian got through you some books on 
Indian mango. That gave me a start. I am now having a flourishing 
business. I always remember you. 1 rn glad of this opportunity 
to see you. I have in my gar den desoendants of your malgoa variety. 
They are delicious." 

1 reached my room in the hostel that evening. The receptionist 
handed avcr a basket. There was also a note. It read, "Kindly 
accept this. Do not refuse* I would not dare to mention about this 
when 1 was with you, I was afraid that you would decline to take it. 



I felt like that- in your presence. This is but a token of my apprecia- 
tion of the help you did to an unknown man." 

Yes. Service as reference librarian lays down a firm path to the 
living of the words of the Gitu. Years later, he m y  have a chance 
to see the benefit of the service having done good to athers. We 
may not even remember his having given service. He will have the 
delight of his hearing about it without any attachment. To be 
disciplined to this state i s  not easy. Reference service makes it 
possi bIe, 
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